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Fixing and Flipping vs. Renting: The Pros
and Cons
Fixing and either flipping or renting are two distinctly different approaches to making money in

real estate. Home flips in 2021 averaged a gross profit of $65,000 for a 31% ROI. Average annual rental

revenue varies significantly by location; overall residential rental properties in the U.S. have an

average return of slightly over 10%. 

This article examines the differences between fixing and flipping vs. renting, digging into the

pros and the cons.

What Are the Differences?
Flipping requires hands-on management, finding, buying, fixing, and selling properties. With

renting, you’re finding, buying, fixing, and renting properties. As the rental landlord, you’ll still be

involved with the property in finding tenants, providing maintenance, and collecting rent. 

From an investment perspective, flipping homes is a short-term active investment that can

quickly generate a considerable amount of money. That also comes with increased taxes, chiefly

capital gains tax. Plus, flipping happens within the ever-changing real estate market, whether

changing mortgage rates or fluctuating home prices.

Rental properties are long-term passive investments that build cash flow. That income is offset

somewhat by ongoing expenses. But that also lowers your income tax bill. The challenges are

maintenance and making sure you have full occupancy. An empty rental property isn’t making

any money. 

Fix and Flip Pros and Cons
You now have a good idea of the differences between active and passive real estate investment.

Here are the key pros and cons that you’ll need to consider when fixing and flipping a property.

Pro—Quick ROI. House flipping provides an excellent return on investment in a few months

and seldom longer than a year. It’s buying, fixing, and selling. 

Pro—One and Done. Along with the quick timeframe is the fact that your project is

completed quickly, and you’re moving on to the next project. That helps a great deal with

the risk associated with fixing and flipping.

Con—High Risk. Real estate markets change quickly, exposing your investment to a great

deal of risk. You could end up with a lower home value than you paid if the neighborhood

declines or mortgage rates rise, leaving behind the type of buyers interested in your

property. There are also the project risks of taking too long or becoming too expensive with

newly discovered repairs. 

Con—Expensive. There are several expenses involved in flipping a house. That includes

financing, insurance, real estate commission and title fees, repair work, and utilities. Your

plan will need to consider all this before the purchase to ensure the project provides a

reasonable return on investment.

Con—Taxes. If the purchase, fix, and sale is completed within a year, the profits will be taxed

as regular income, from 25% to as high as 40%. If it’s longer than a year, it will be a capital

gains tax, which is lower at 15% to 20%. 

Fix and Rent Pros and Cons
There are similar pros and cons to fixing and renting a property.

Pro—Cash Flow. With a rental property, you have an ongoing monthly income. That steady

cash flow isn’t as lucrative as flipping, but it keeps giving long after you’ve made the

purchase.

Pro—Property Appreciation. Over time, the property’s value increases due to inflation or

market conditions where available homes are in short supply. That typically means the

longer you hold the property, the higher its value. Rental income coupled with property

appreciation increases your wealth.

Pro—Taxes. Since rental income is long-term, the tax rate on profits is 15% to 20%. Plus, you

can deduct maintenance and other related expenses along with the depreciation of the

property.

Con—Managing Properties. Unlike the “one and done” aspect of flipping properties, a

rental typically requires repairs before renting, followed by regular maintenance. That

maintenance can be mitigated to a certain extent by doing a complete remodel before

renting. But even with that approach, you’ll still be taking care of the overflowing toilet and

any household challenges.

Con—Tenants. Some of those challenges are caused by tenants. While it can be tough to

work with tenants, it’s impossible to make money without them. So the risks with rental

properties are a high vacancy rate or tenants that don’t pay their rent.  

 

So, there are pros and cons with either approach to real estate investment. You can also combine

the two options by fixing and flipping a property to generate the money to purchase a rental

property. 

Either approach requires financing. To help you consider the options, we’ve provided a brief guide

to private real estate loans. It includes details on what you need to do to secure a private loan. You

can also review our article on the pros and cons of private real estate loans. 

We hope this review has helped provide insight into fixing and flipping vs. fixing and renting

properties. To find out about funding for your business through Sharestates, click here.
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We do not currently conduct any business in Alaska, Minnesota, Nevada, North Dakota, South Dakota, Oregon, Utah, and Vermont.

Sharestates is intended only for accredited investors (for persons residing in the U.S.), and for persons residing abroad in jurisdictions where securities registration exemptions apply.

The summary information found on www.Sharestates.com is an overview only. The information here does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an investment in the projects described
herein. No sales of the securities will be made or commitment to purchase accepted until delivery of an offering circular that includes complete information about the issuer and the offering.
Prospective investors are strongly encouraged to consult with their tax and legal advisers before making any purchases. Further, all investors should carefully review their relevant offering materials
before making a purchase. The offering documents may vary in detail and thus should be reviewed separately for each project.

Sharestates does not make investment recommendations, and no communication through this website or in any other medium should be construed as such. Investment opportunities posted on
this website are “private placements” of securities that are not publicly traded, are subject to holding period requirements, and are intended for investors who do not need a liquid investment. Private
placement investments are NOT bank deposits (and thus NOT insured by the FDIC or by any other federal governmental agency, are NOT guaranteed by Sharestates, and MAY lose value.

These materials include forward-looking statements covered by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Because such statements deal with future events, they are subject to various risks
and uncertainties and actual results could differ materially from each issuers current expectations. Although not an exclusive list, forward-looking statements can be identified by words such as
anticipates, projects, expects, plans, intends, believes, estimates, targets, and other similar expressions that indicate trends and future events.

While each issuer’s Manager believes the expectations portrayed by the forward-looking statements are reasonable, guarantees of future results, levels of activity, and performance cannot be made.
Furthermore no person or entity assumes responsibility for the accuracy of the statements made herein. No person or entity is under an obligation to update any of the forward-looking statements
found on this website to conform them to actual results.

Neither the SEC nor any state securities commission or regulatory authority approved, passed upon, or endorsed the merits of these offerings.

Except as otherwise required by law, and only to that extent, neither we nor any person or entity assumes responsibility for the statements found on this website. Sharestates’ services do not constitute
crowd funding” as described in Title III of the Jumpstart Our Business Startups Act JOBS Act.

Average projected gross annual returns represent the average projected gross annual return for each funded offering to date. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and may not reflect
potential deductions for fees which may reduce actual realized returns. Any historical returns may not reflect actual future performance and any investor on Sharestates may experience different
results from those shown. Projected Terms are based upon the anticipated redemption or maturity date of the corresponding project investment. All securities offered on Sharestates involve risk and
may result in loss.

Sharestates Investments, LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sharestates, Inc. that serves as the originating entity for all loans made or arranged pursuant to a California Finance Lenders Law license.
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